
Judge report: Goran Gladic 
 
On the first I want to say: Thank you very much on great kindness of exhibitors on 
Sunday show in Florence. Also I want to thanks to my ring team and beautiful president 
Mrs.Sonia Pagani and president of Fiorentina Mrs.Serena Donnini as many others friends 
who make my day. 
I noticed that show ring was being very nice decorated with cups, rosettes and other 
prizes as of course with sponsor of famous brand Royal Canin.  
Small laboratory for color test was being nice surprise for me and enough to say how 
much Italian Yorkie Club hold on high level. 
In Catalog we are had 24 Yorkies and I must to say that only one of them was be pet. It 
means that I’ve seen beautiful 23 Yorkies of really kindly and wonderful people. 
I am enjoyed in judging and in any of moments it’s not been so easy to give right 
decision. 
In excellent concurrence at Open class I choice Blue Teodoro’s Teo and as the best male 
too. I remember him as soundly in anatomy with right iron blue color and nice expression 
head with excellent movement and well presentation. Qoccle’s Never Give Up was being 
morality winner. He was superb in every looking and rest the higher expression on me. 
Only one thing which is not so good on him is darkish color shade. In junior class my 
choice was beautiful Rigair Warm Up. He is very perspective youngster and I am sure in 
his brightly showing career in future.  I liked in baby class Hunderwood Hot Million. As 
his name said to us, I am sure in his future. In every looking very promising little boy! 
By females I saw in champion class really wonderful Yorkie as Alemat’s Alice Nel Paese 
delle Meraviglie. She is excellent mover, well sized, correct in type, with excellent 
expression and high quality iron blue colored coat, well present and she also very easy 
catch me with her attributes and I gave to her BOB. It is very important and I must to say 
that I saw in Open class also beautiful female as Priscilla Dei Fiocchi Rossi. She is also in 
quality on high level and absolutely correct in many important points. 
All at all I must to say that oldie English type of Yorkie is loosed in total and we are 
witness today of one new stronger and more elegant type of Yorkie. I noticed few with 
larger eyes and these Yorkies always had bad expression. Also one noticed is darkish 
color on many Yorkies too. On lucky side I had in show ring really nice and quality few 
with right iron blue color and just suggest to Italian Yorkie Club that they take attention 
on future progeny in this looking. I think that you have enough quality Yorkies to make a 
better future with them.  
On the end of my judging report I wish to send my warm and friendly greetings to all 
exhibitors from Sunday Florence Show and I am sure that we will meet again for better 
progress of your Yorkies. 
 

Sincerely  
Your 

  
Goran Gladic 


